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Avery MPI 2004 HOP – Easy Apply Gloss white Permanent 80 mic.

MPI 2004 HOP EA comes with a white highly opaque face film and a 
clear adhesive, allowing to cover a full range of flat and slightly curved 
medium term regular and over posting applications and significantly 
reducing customer stock inventory (without the need to hold both clear 
and grey adhesive stock). The embossed backing is providing enhanced 
ease-of-use during application. Entrapped air can easily be rubbed out 
without the need to punch the vinyl film.
 
Product Avery Dennison® MPI™ 2004 HOP Easy Apply.
  Gloss White. 
  
Film 80 micron.
  Polymeric calendered vinyl.
 
Finish Gloss.
Adhesive Permanent, clear acrylic based low tack,   
  repositionable, acrylic based.

Durability Up to 7 years (unprinted).

Recommended use -	Large	fleet	graphics.
  - Architectural interior & exterior signs.
  - Over posting applications.
  - Temporary promotional and point of sales   
   advertising where superior hiding power 
   is needed.
  - Window decoration (excluding block 
   out applications).

Features:  - Excellent printability and handling.
  - Excellent application characteristics: 
   positionable adhesive that allows easy   
   removal of entrapped air. Time saving.
  - Slow adhesion built up allows corrections   
   during application.
  - Excellent outdoor durability, humidity and   
   saltspray resistance.

Application surface:  Flat and slightly curved surfaces.
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